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“Work Should Be Rewarded”: An Innate Moral
Principle
Morality does not come primarily from reasoning: it arises
rather from some combination of innateness and social
learning.1 While the significance of social learning explains
why behaviors that are considered “immoral” or “moral”
vary enormously by culture, the significance of innateness
is manifest in the presence of certain moral precepts that, in
contrast, seem universal, and, as such, do not seem subject
to the particular vagaries of the culture within which one
finds oneself.2 The relative universality of certain specific
moral precepts suggests that there are some evolved
intuitions that arise in all of us as a result of a genetically
transmitted endowment that are to a significant extent
immutable, i.e., that there is a moral endowment that is to a
large extent universally inherited and that is to this extent
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not subject to substantial variation between specific ethnic
or cultural groups. The “Work Ethic” - defined here as the
precept that Work Should be Rewarded – is one such
precept. Regardless of profound and pervasive
disagreement among members of disparate cultural groups
with regard to whether specific actions would or would not
constitute moral behavior, individuals in all cultures assent
to the proposition that Work Should be Rewarded.3

In Nature Work is not a “Cost”
While human beings often need to envision a reward before
they will undertake complex goal-directed activity (i.e.,
“work”), animals will work even in the absence of
anticipated reward. The ethological literature describes 11
animal species that will work for food that is earned rather
than avail themselves of food that has been made easily
available to them.4 These studies demonstrate that
intellectual constructs such as “work” and “reward” are not
readily distinguishable in Nature: in animals - including
those species that are most closely related to humans (such
as the chimpanzee) – work is reward.
Animals need to work in order to survive. Animals are in
this sense genetically “programmed” to continue to work
for “earned” food in nature even when food can be easily
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obtained. The fact that animals work for food when
food can be readily obtained without work contradicts
psychological and economic theories that presume that
animals and humans strive to maximize the ratio of reward
to effort. Put another way, findings that consistently
indicate that animals will work in the absence of
anticipated reward contradict any theory that
conceptualizes “work” as a cost. In nature, work is not a
cost but is rather inseparable from the goal that drives it.

While the Appetite for Reward is Imperturbable, the
Degree to Which Individual Organisms Deploy
Energy as a Means of Pursuing Rewards is Highly
Variable
Work entails deployment of energy as a means of obtaining
a reward for which one has an appetite (or “desire”).
Appetite remains a relatively fixed feature of our psychic
lives, for when the object one’s appetite is obtained, desire
is not extinguished: the object of our appetite is instead
replaced with yet another object of desire.5
“Wanting” = Appetite + Activation
Whereas our appetite for rewards remains relatively
constant, the degree to which an individual is activated to
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pursue rewards is highly variable and is subject to a
spectrum of biological (neuroanatomic)6 and cultural7
influences. While appetite remains constant, the degree to
which we will engage in goal-directed activity as a means
of satisfying our appetites is highly variable and is
contingent upon a broad spectrum of biological, cultural,
and individual factors.

Neuroanatomically Based Variability
The fact that our capacity for Activation (i.e., the
deployment of energy in pursuit of anticipated reward) is
exquisitely vulnerable can be demonstrated
pharmacologically.
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Pharmacologically induced depletion of dopamine in the
Nucleus Accumbens or GABA depletion in the Ventral
Tegmental area will powerfully influence effort-related
decision-making. In essence, animals that are so treated
will retain their appetite for reward but the degree to which
they will engage in goal-directed behavior in order to
obtain rewards is sharply reduced in association with the
degree to which dopamine (in the Nucleus Accumbens) or
GABA (in the Ventral Tegmental Area) is depleted.

Culturally Based Variation:
In cultures characterized as “progress-prone” people
assume that they can shape their own destiny, that wealth is
expandable, and that wealth is a product of human
creativity. People in cultures characterized as “progressresistant”, on the other hand, assume that what exists will
always be.8 Simply put, the prevailing question that informs
behavior in “progress-resistant” cultures is: “Why work any
harder than I need to if such hard work cannot substantially
change the conditions within which I live?”

The Role of Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
While effort-related decision-making is exquisitely
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sensitive to neurochemical conditions that prevail in the
mid-brain, Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology work at
the level of the Pre-Frontal Cortex. Ideas and moral
precepts that extol the value of hard work – and that exhort
the individual to work – confer survival value insofar as
such exhortations induce behaviors associated with
activation that would not otherwise be elaborated. We tend
to experience disconnection of work and reward as
emotionally, morally, and mentally dissonant. (Specific
examples of such dysfunctional situations are discussed
below). These innate moral intuitions evolve and - are
intellectually elaborated upon - in intellectual constructs
and social systems that we call morality, religion, ethics
and ideology. These moral-intellectual systems are
critically important from a functional perspective because
they provide a justification to engage in work activity that
would otherwise not occur.9 Unlike animals, there is a
significant risk that humans will remain idle in the absence
of a justification to remain active. Humans therefore tend
to search for justifications to engage in work activity. Even
a specious justification can be used to motivate people to
work. Moral-intellectual systems that exhort adherents to
work hard conduce not only to productivity but also
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promote positive mental states (i.e. “happiness”): there is
substantial empirical evidence to support the everyday
observation (clinical and otherwise) that working people
are “happier” at work than when idle.10

Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
All Religions Promote Hard Work
The religious significance of hard work is most broadly and
deeply emphasized in Protestantism. The central role that
the “Protestant Ethic” played in the development of
Capitalism was famously described by Max Weber in his
1905 landmark study.11 We can appreciate the significance
of Weber’s contribution without losing sight of the fact that
all religions promote hard work. Many cross-cultural
studies have established the presence of a work ethic
outside traditional protestant culture. The Prophet
Mohammed, for example, gives direct expression to the
work ethic: “He who neither worketh for himself, nor for
others, will not receive the reward of God.” 12

Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
The Birth of Organized Religion Coincides With
Emerging Need for Work on a Massive Scale
The religious and social function of the work ethic is
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reflected in its historical origins. Organized religion
developed during the time period in which agriculture was
invented (i.e., between 1,000 BC and 1,000 AD. The birth
of organized religion coincides precisely with the
emergence of a social need for cooperation – or “prosocial” behavior – on a massive scale. A population
explosion occurred during this period in human history: the
forms of social organization changed from foraging groups
of individuals organized into Bands and Tribes into much
larger groups of individuals organized into Chiefdoms”
and States. Whereas the principal cause of death in Tribes
and Chiefdoms is murder, forms of social cooperation (and
organized religion) reduced the prevalence of violent death
in States. 13

Year

Society

Individuals

100,000 – 10,000 BC Bands

10 – 100

8,000 – 3,000 BC

Tribes

100 – 1000

3,000 – 1,000 BC

Chiefdoms 1000 – 10,000

1,000 BC – 1000 AD States

10,000 – 100,000

1000 AD – Present

> 100,000
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States and empires precipitated and developed forms of
religion that reflected the new social and political
environment. Whereas bands and small tribes possess
supernatural beliefs, these beliefs do not serve to justify
central authority and cooperation between large groups of
individuals, the transfer of wealth, or the maintenance of
peace between unrelated individuals. Organized religion –
by emphasizing hard work, maintaining intra-group peace
between unrelated individuals, and codification of the
principle of proportionality (i.e., codification of the innate
moral precept that work should be rewarded) - performs
each of the aforementioned social functions.

The Role of Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
The Work Ethic is Subject of the Earliest Extant Work
of Western Literature (and Religion) Whose
Authorship is Definitively Known
In the 6th Century BC - as individuals began organizing
themselves into the “states” described above – the earliest
works of Western Literature were written. One such book
was entitled Works and Days, by Hesiod. While some
scholars believe Works and Days to be the oldest work in
Western Literature, all scholars agree that it is the earliest
extant work of Western Literature whose authorship is
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definitively known. 14
Works and Days is an elaboration of the moral precept that
Work Should be Rewarded. The fact that it is among the
oldest works of Western Literature reflects the centrality
and relevance of the principle that it elaborates with respect
to subsequent individual and social development.
It is relevant to observe in this context that the term
“should” is a verb that is used to indicate obligation, duty,
or correctness, i.e., a desirable, expected, or just state of
affairs. As described below, for Hesiod - and the
civilization that he anticipated - work is Justice.

The Role of Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
Work as Dispensation of Existential Justice
For Hesiod (and the civilization that evolved in his wake)
work constitutes justice in two respects. In its most
fundamental respect work constitutes Justice in the sense
that work is an existential fact that has been rendered
necessary by the universe, i.e., it is a fact that we must
work in order to survive. Hesiod explains this fact in
theological terms: Zeus – the God who incarnated the
principle of Justice – decreed that work constituted
dispensation of justice for theft. (The specific theft
involved a criminal named Prometheus. Prometheus stole
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fire from Zeus and made it available to humans). Humans
might think it unfair that all human beings are being
punished for Prometheus’ crime, but it is not for us to
decide. The Gods – i.e., a way of conceptualizing forces
that govern the universe and that are by definition beyond
our control – have decreed that work constitutes
dispensation of Justice.
But while work constitutes universal dispensation of
justice, and while – in its original carnation – work was
devised as a sentence that applied to all humans in response
to crime perpetrated by Prometheus, our work and our lives
need not be experienced as a kind of prison sentence.
For Hesiod it is not our fate as decreed by the Gods that is
pivotal, but rather our attitude towards our fate. Our
attitude and response to the existential fact that we need to
work will determine the quality of our lives. The human
condition is defined by the fact that we need to work. If we
accept that work is the fate that has been allotted to
mankind, we can flourish within the parameters that have
been set for us. While unremitting labor will remain our lot
– and while we will never be free from various kinds of
suffering – if we accept (i.e., do not try to escape our fate
by avoiding work) we will flourish with the human limits
that are assigned to us. In essence, Hesiod’s message is that
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there is hope. Hope is derived from the flourishing (i.e. the
reward) that comes from accepting the fate (i.e.) that is
appropriate to our proper role/station in the universe.15

The Role of Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
Work as Guarantor of Social Justice
But the original relationship between work and justice is
broader: work not only constitutes the just relationship
between individual human beings and forces over which it
has no control (i.e., the Gods), Hesiod also explains that
work also maintains justice between human beings. People
who accept their fate and work are not only acting justly in
relation to the Gods (i.e. in accordance with their proper
role in relation to the Gods). Such persons are also acting
justly in relation to other people.
In the absence of work, according to Hesiod, humans
behave as animals: they have no justice and nothing
prevents them from devouring each other. If Zeus’s justice
means that humans must toil in the fields for their living, at
least they thereby manage to nourish themselves in some
way other than by eating their fellow men. Work contains
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human aggression (or “strife”) by ensuring that such
aggression is expressed in a manner that does not lead to
destruction.
The same willingness to acknowledge divine justice that
expresses itself in labor by adaptation to the rules of nonhuman nature also manifests in social intercourse. By
following the rules that govern the morally acceptable
modes of competition and collaboration with other
individuals, we can live a just life. 16
Two types of strife animate humankind: the first is “much
better for men” insofar as it rouses us to work. The second
type of strife culminated in the crime that served as the
impetus for Zeus’ dispensation of work as justice.
Prometheus was a thief: he stole, rather than earned, the
goods that he sought. A moral corrective (i.e., work as
justice) is dispensed to all humanity in response to
Prometheus’ crime. By working for what we want – rather
than stealing, fighting, or killing for what we want – we are
not only accepting a universal/existential moral corrective
but also ensuring that our relationship with other human
beings is predicated upon pro-social behavior, i.e.,
cooperation, hard work, and social cohesion. Work not
only constitutes existential justice but also promotes
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social justice by providing individuals with a pro-social
means of survival.

The Role of Morality, Religion, Ethics and Ideology:
Sisyphus Sought Reward without Work and is
Punished by Work without Reward
Ancient Greek mythology vividly illustrates religious
expression of the innate moral principal that work should
be rewarded. While the image of Sisyphus’s punishment
(characterized by perpetually unsuccessful attempts to roll
a boulder up a hill) is frequently referenced,17 the crime for
which Sisyphus is being perpetually punished is much less
well-known. Sisyphus repeated a series of acts that were
criminal to the extent sense that they violated the work
ethic. Sisyphus sought to avoid work by means of those
behaviors that Hesiod remonstrated against, i.e., he sought
rewards not by working but by means of deceit. The myth

elegantly expresses the dangers associated with seeking
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reward without work. Sisyphus’ punishment fits the crime:
whereas Sisyphus sought reward without work, Sisyphus is
sentenced to eternal work without reward.

The Work Ethic as Nexus of American Political
Ideology
While fairness is a universal human preoccupation,
opinions diverge widely with respect to how fairness
should be achieved. Ideological differences – i.e.,
differences in ideas that pertain to how society should be
organized, in general, and how society should be organized
in a manner that most conduces to fairness, in particular –
reflect genetic variation that manifests in divergent moral
matrices.18 While the work ethic is embedded in all moral
matrices, moral matrices that equate fairness with what
Haidt identifies as “proportionality” (i.e., that one should
received rewards that are proportionate to one’s work) most
explicitly emphasize the “work ethic”, individual
responsibility for one’s own situation, and the importance
of ensuring that society is organized in a way that ensures
that rewards will flow to those who work. Those who
embrace notions of fairness that are imbued with
proportionality are also most concerned with the “free
rider” problem: the perennial problem - faced by all
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societies – of what to do with individuals who seek rewards
from society without contributing to work required to
maintain that society’s prosperity. Persons whose moral
matrix is so constituted tend to use the term “conservative”
to describe their political inclinations. The term “work
ethic” was originally coined by seventeenth century
German political theorists who were concerned about the
potential negative implications of expanding social welfare
programs. Psychological studies demonstrate that attitudes
and traits that correlate with a strong “work ethic” are
found disproportionately among individuals who identify
themselves as politically “conservative”. 19
In a section of his book aptly titled “What I Had Missed”
(page 194) Haidt describes “quite a few angry responses”
that he had received from economic conservatives who
believed that Haidt had misunderstood their morality. He
writes that one such reader sent him an email with the
subject line “Head up ass” in which the reader explained:
“I vote republican because I’m against other people
…taking my money (that I work hard for) and giving it
to a non-producing, welfare collecting, single mother,
crack baby producing future democrat. Simple…
You’re an over educated “philosopher” with soft
hands who gets paid to ask stupid question and
come up with “reasonable” answers…Go drop some
acid and read some Jung.”
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Another angry reader posted his own list of the “top fifteen
reasons that people vote Democrat.” His number one
reason was “Low IQ”, but the rest of his list pertained
specifically to the work ethic and perceived liberal
violation of the work ethic:
Laziness
You want something for nothing
You need someone to blame for your problems
You’re afraid of personal responsibility or simply not
willing to accept any.
• You despise people who work hard for their money,
live their own lives, and don’t rely on the government
for help cradle to grave.
• You’ve had 5 kids from 3 different men and you need
the welfare check.
•
•
•
•

Wanting “something for nothing” is experienced as
offensive to the extent that it violates an innate moral
principle. The notion that one should “get something for
nothing” is experienced as offensive because it confers
rewards in the absence of work. “Laziness” (i.e. lack of an
inclination to work hard) and lack of self-reliance (i.e.,
“blaming others for your problems”, failure to assume
responsibility for one’s problems, relying on the
government, etc) are also perceived as antithetical to this
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innate moral principle.
The above described communications express a particular
perspective on fairness. Whereas liberal ideology tends to
equate fairness with equality, conservative notions of
fairness focus on proportionality. For persons who identify
themselves as “conservative”, “liberal” ideas, policies and
programs are experienced as morally offensive to the extent
that the violate the moral principle that people should
be rewarded in proportion to their work. For
“conservatives”, “entitlements” end up rewarding lazy and
irresponsible behaviors (i.e. people whose behavior
impresses them as inconsistent with the presence of a work
ethic). A strong sense of proportionality leads to a
passionate interest in ensuring that persons who do not
work hard should suffer the consequences that naturally
flow from the absence of hard work.
While the morality of persons who self-identify as “liberal”
is also informed by an innate sense of proportionality, in
“liberals” such concerns are overshadowed by a moral
matrix that emphasizes care and compassion. Conversely,
the conservative emphasis on proportionality can impress
persons who identify as liberal as deeply offensive, for such
an emphasis does not attend sufficiently to persons who are
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conceived of as deserving of compassion and care (those
who are rendered incapable of working, for example). For
“liberals”, the moral sense of fairness is bound up with
notions of equality and is to this extent less informed by a
sense of proportionality. Persons who identify as “liberal”
tend to be less concerned about the “free rider” problem
and more concerned about ensuring that all those who need
care receive it. Persons who identify as “conservative”, on
the other hand, are more concerned about the risk that
ideas, policies, and programs that provide rewards based on
need (rather than hard work) will ultimately reward persons
who can work but choose not to (i.e., “free riders”). The
risk of establishing such programs it that they will reward
persons who don’t work, and, in so doing, corrode values
that ultimately drive social and economic prosperity.
In summary, both “liberals” and “conservatives” are
passionately concerned about fairness. For “liberals”,
fairness tends to be equated with a concern for equality,
caring, and compassion, while for “conservatives” fairness
primarily relates to concerns about proportionality. As the
“work ethic” maps to innate moral systems that relate more
to proportionality than to care and compassion, it can been
called a “conservative” ethic.
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A profound dissonance has occurred in American culture in
association with a fundamental misunderstanding of the
moral matrix that drives the thinking of opposing
ideological camps: liberal ideological “blindness” is
associated with a tendency to underestimate (or even
ignore) the dangers associated with the “free rider”
problem11 and leads liberals to misunderstand
“conservative” inclinations such as the moral significance
of proportionality to working class and rural voters.
Conservative ideological “blindness”, on the other hand,
leads to a tendency to ignore important causes of social and
economic problems such as unemployment and poverty.
Whereas liberal ideology blinds adherents to the dangers of
ignoring exhortations that emphasize hard work and
individual responsibility, conservative ideology blinds
adherents to the reality that social problems (and the
suffering associated with) poverty, illness, and
unemployment are not always reducible to deficits in
individual responsibility. Such ideologies also “blind” by
“binding” adherents to like-minded adherents: ideological
“liberals” and ideological “conservatives” risk blindness to
the “wisdom” that resides in the moral matrix that
constitutes the moral foundations of the opposing group’s
ideology. 12
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Psychiatric and Psychoanalytic Diagnosis:
Locating the Work Ethic in Contemporary Paradigms
Work’s role as differentiator between antisocial and prosocial patterns of psychological development and behavior
is implicitly embedded in the diagnostic paradigms that are
employed by modern Physicians and mental health
professionals.
Psychiatric

Impulsive

Work Ethic

Narcissistic
20

Antisocial

Psychoanalytic
The Long Route
Reality
Superego

The Short Route
Fantasy/Illusion
Ego-Ideal

In Psychiatric nosology the work ethic is implicitly
regarded as the norm. Attitudes and behaviors are
pathological to the extent that they reflect an insufficiently
developed or distorted expression of the relationship that
normally prevails between reward and work. Three
pathological expressions of this relationship are embedded
within the prevailing diagnostic system (i.e., the DSM-5):
Narcissistic Personality Disorder, Antisocial Personality
Disorder, and disorders of impulse control. In narcissistic
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pathology, the principle is violated insofar as the narcissist
feels unreasonably entitled to rewards (i.e., he or she is
expectant of rewards in the absence of, or disproportionate
to, his work). The behavior elaborated by the antisocial
individual closely conforms to behaviors that
Hesiod remonstrated against: he or she seeks rewards
through theft (sometimes requiring violence or threatened
violence) and deceit. The impulsive individual violates the
principle in ways also inveighed against by Hesiod: he or
she cannot defer gratification to an extent that is typically
required by institutions and structures that facilitate work.

The Decoupling of Work and Reward
“Idleness and lack of occupation tend - nay are dragged – towards
evil.” - Hippocrates

The critical functions served by the relationship of work to
reward are most conspicuously evident in situations where
the relationship is absent, i.e., in situations where work and
reward have been decoupled. There is a high level of risk
that psychological and social dysfunction will occur in
direct association with any situation in which rewards are
derived in the absence of work. Such systems and
structures include:
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Inherited Wealth21
Gambling, in general22
Lottery, in particular23
Systems of Compensation that are Not Contingent on
Productive Activity24;
• “Resource Curse”/“Paradox of Plenty”25
•
•
•
•

While the dysfunction that occurs in association with the
above listed phenomena cannot be reduced to a single
explanation, in each situation the dispensation of rewards in
the absence of work leads to a state of individual or social
deregulation. In his classic study, Emile Durkheim
describes insufficient regulation of appetites as a primary
driver of suicide:
“When the void created by existence...is filled, the
animal, satisfied, asks nothing further. Its power of
reflection is not sufficiently developed to imagine other ends
than those implicit in its physical nature…This is not the case
with man, because most of his needs are not dependent on
his body or not to the same degree…appetites sooner or
later reach which they cannot pass. But how (to) determine
the quantity of well-being, comfort, or luxury legitimately
craved by a human being? Nothing appears (in man’s
constitution) which sets a limit on such tendencies.”26

In the animal model referenced above (see “In Nature
Work is Not a ‘Cost’,”), the animal whose work provides
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him with the food that he desires is satiated. In humans a
very different situation prevails: gratification of appetites
tends to stimulate the production of yet more appetites.
Appetites consistently gratified in the absence of work
become “impatient of control”. Such appetites are
unbounded by the limits that would otherwise be conferred
by a system that tethers rewards to work.
(Appetites have constantly increased since the beginning of
history)...it is not human nature which can assign the
variable limits necessary to our needs. They are thus
unlimited so far as they depend on the individual alone.
Irrespective of any external regulatory force, our capacity
for feeling is in itself an insatiable and bottomless abyss.” 27

As referenced above, animals are innately “programmed”
to work and are satisfied when their appetites are gratified
by the rewards conferred by work. For human individuals
and human society, work is the regulatory force that assigns
necessary limits to our needs.

Work & Reward as Psychological and Social
Regulator
“…the workman is not in harmony with his social
position if he is not convinced that he has his
desserts. ..”
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“human activity can (not) be released from all
restraint (without incurring morbidity).
Nothing in the world can enjoy such a privilege.
All existence…depend(s) not only on itself but on
other beings, who consequently restrain and
regulate it…”
“The less limited one feels, the more intolerable
all limitation appears.”
- Emile Durkheim28
Although the discipline of Sociology was established by
Weber in his path breaking study of the Work Ethic, the
work of another founder of Sociology is also essential to an
understanding of the relevance of the work-reward
relationship. Emile Durkheim systematically elaborated
upon the consequences of disruption of the work-reward
relationship in his classic study of Suicide. Durkheim
sought to explain the “enormous (suicide) rate of those with
independent means” and his observation that the
“possessors of the most comfort suffer the most.” In the
person compelled to work, the “necessary effort for
sustaining a little more discomfort costs … relatively little,
since he is used to discomfort and constraint. But when
every constraint is hateful in itself, how can closer
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constraints not seem intolerable?”
“The enormous (suicide) rate of those with
independent means…sufficiently shows that the
possessors of the most comfort suffer most…Those
who have only empty space above them are almost
inevitably lost in it, if no force restrains them.”29
The individual – absent constraints conferred by work- has
limited means by which his or her desires may be
constrained. In animals, appetites are automatically
constrained by physiological mechanisms. But since most
individual human beings have no way of limiting their
desires, this function must be performed by a force that is
exterior. A regulative force – i.e., work - must play the
same role for moral needs which the organism plays for
physical needs.
“Men would never consent to restrict their desires if
they felt justified in passing the assigned limit.
But…they cannot assign themselves this law of
justice. So they must receive it from an authority
which they respect, to which they yield
spontaneously… society alone can play (this role).
(Society) alone has the power necessary to stipulate
law and to set the point beyond which the passions
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must not go. Finally, (society) alone can estimate the
reward to be prospectively offered to every class of
human functionary…” 30
The presence of work can allow the individual to regulate
his or her appetite by providing rewards that are construed
by the individual as just. Such a system regulates the
individual by insulating him from the state of normlessness
and agitation that would otherwise prevail. Social systems
that justly reward work provide the individual with what
Durkheim called “average contentment” and, in so doing,
perform a critical regulatory function for the individual and
society.
“(The) relative limitation and the moderation (that
work) involves, make men contented with their lot
while stimulating them moderately to improve it; and
this average contentment causes the feeling of calm,
active happiness, the pleasure in existing and living
which characterizes health for individuals for societies
as well as individuals. Each person is then at least,
generally speaking, in harmony with his condition,
and desires only what he may legitimately hope for as
the normal reward of his activity. . .He may seek to
give beauty to his life; but his attempts in this
direction may fail without causing him to despair. For,
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loving what he has and not fixing his desire solely on
what he lacks, his wishes and hopes may fail of what
he has happened to aspire to, without his being wholly
destitute. He has the essentials. The equilibrium of his
happiness is secure because it is defined, and a few
mishaps cannot disconcert him.” 31
Durkheim’s findings imply that social conditions promote
mental health to the extent that they mirror innate
principles of work and reward embedded in the individual.
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